The Probabilistic I/O Automaton model of [31] is used as the basis for a formal presentation and proof of the randomized consensus algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy. The algorithm guarantees termination within expected polynomial time. The Aspnes-Herlihy algorithm is a rather complex algorithm. Processes move through a succession of asynchronous rounds, attempting to agree at each round. At each round, the agreement attempt involves a distributed random walk. The algorithm is hard to analyze because of its use of nontrivial results of probability theory (specifically, random walk theory which is based on infinitely many coin flips rather than on finitely many coin flips), because of its complex setting, including asynchrony and both nondeterministic and probabilistic choice, and because of the interplay among several different sub-protocols. We formalize the Aspnes-Herlihy algorithm using probabilistic I/O automata. In doing so, we decompose it formally into three subprotocols: one to carry out the agreement attempts, one to conduct the random walks, and one to implement a shared counter needed by the random walks. Properties of all three subprotocols are proved separately, and combined using general results about automaton composition. It turns out that most of the work involves proving non-probabilistic properties (invariants, simulation mappings, non-probabilistic progress properties, etc.). The probabilistic reasoning is isolated to a few small sections of the proof. The task of carrying out this proof has led us to develop several general proof techniques for probabilistic I/O automata. These include ways to combine expectations for different complexity measures, to compose expected complexity properties, to convert probabilistic claims to deterministic claims, to use abstraction mappings to prove probabilistic properties, and to apply random walk theory in a distributed computational setting. We apply all of these techniques to analyze the expected complexity of the algorithm.
Introduction
With the increasing complexity of distributed algorithms there is an increasing need for mathematical tools for analysis. Although there are several formalisms and tools for the analysis of ordinary distributed algorithms, there are not as many powerful tools for the analysis of randomization within distributed systems. This paper is part of a project that aims at developing the right math tools for proving properties of complicated randomized distributed algorithms and systems. The tools we want to develop should be based on traditional probability theory, but at the same time should be tailored to the computational setting. Furthermore, the tools should have good facilities for modular reasoning due to the complexity of the systems to which they should be applied. The types of modularity we are looking for include parallel composition and abstraction mappings, but also anything else that decomposes the math analysis.
We develop our tools by analyzing complex algorithms of independent interest. In this paper we analyze the randomized consensus algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy [5] , which guarantees termination within expected polynomial time. The Aspnes-Herlihy algorithm is a rather complex algorithm. Processes move through a succession of asynchronous rounds, attempting to agree at each round. At each round, the agreement attempt involves a distributed random walk. The algorithm is hard to analyze because of its use of nontrivial results of probability theory (specifically, random walk theory), because of its complex setting, including asynchrony and both nondeterministic and probabilistic choice, and because of the interplay among several different sub-protocols.
We formalize the Aspnes-Herlihy algorithm using probabilistic I/O automata [31] . In doing so, we decompose it formally into three subprotocols: one to carry out the agreement attempts, one to conduct the random walks, and one to implement a shared counter needed by the random walks. Properties of all three subprotocols are proved separately, and combined using general results about automaton composition. It turns out that most of the work involves proving non-probabilistic properties (invariants, simulation mappings, non-probabilistic progress properties, etc.). The probabilistic reasoning is isolated to a few small sections of the proof.
The task of carrying out this proof has led us to develop several general proof techniques for probabilistic I/O automata. These include ways to combine expectations for different complexity measures, to compose expected complexity properties, to convert probabilistic claims to deterministic claims, to use abstraction mappings to prove probabilistic properties, and to apply random walk theory in a distributed computational setting. We apply all of these techniques to analyze the expected complexity of the algorithm.
Previous work on verification of randomized distributed algorithms includes [28] , where the randomized dining philosophers algorithm of [22] is shown to guarantee progress with probability 1, [24, 29] , where the algorithm of [22] is shown to guarantee progress within expected constant time, and [2] , where the randomized self-stabilizing minimum spanning tree algorithm of [3] is shown to guarantee stabilization within an expected time proportional to the diameter of a network. The analysis of [28] is based on converting a probabilistic property into a property of some of the computations of an algorithm (extreme fair computations); the analysis of [24, 29, 2] is based on part of the methodology used in this paper. Another verification technique, based on the so called schedulerluck games, is presented in [14] . Other work is based on the extension of model checking techniques to the probabilistic case [32, 19, 10] and on the extension of predicate transformers to the probabilistic case [27] .
Prior to the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy, the best known randomized algorithm for consensus with shared memory was due to Abrahamson [1] . The algorithm has exponential expected running time. The algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy was improved by Attiya, Dolev, and Shavit [7] by eliminating the use of unbounded counters needed for the random walk. Further improvements were proposed by Aspnes [4] , by Dwork, Herlihy, Plotkin, and Waarts [15] , by Bracha and Rachman [11] (O(n 2 log n) operations), and by Aspnes and Waarts [6] (O(n log 2 n) operations per processor). Other improvements were proposed by Aumann and Bender [9] (O(n log 2 n) operations), by Chandra [12] (O(log 2 n) work per processor), and by Aumann [8] (O(log n) work per processor) by imposing appropriate restrictions on the power of the adversary.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic theoretical tools for our analysis, including probabilistic I/O automata, abstract complexity measures, progress statements and refinement mappings; Sect. 3 presents a coin lemma for random walks and a result about the expected complexity of a random walk within a probabilistic I/O automaton; Sect. 4 presents the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy and describes formally the module that carries out the agreement attempts; Sects. 5 and 6 prove that the Aspnes-Herlihy algorithm satisfies the validity and agreement properties; Sect. 7 proves several progress properties of the algorithm that are not based on any probabilistic argument; Sect. 8 proves the probabilistic progress properties of the algorithm by using the results of Sect. 7; Sect. 9 builds the module that conducts the random walk; Sect. 10 builds the shared counter needed in Sect. 9; Sect. 11 derives the termination properties of the algorithm, where the complexity is measured in terms of ex-pected number of rounds; Sect. 12 studies the expected time complexity of the algorithm; Sect. 13 gives some concluding remarks and discusses the kinds of modularization that we use in the proof.
Part I: The underlying theory 2 Formal model and tools
In this section we introduce the formalism that we use in the paper. We start with ordinary I/O automata following the style of [25, 23] ; then we move to probabilistic I/O automata by adding the input/output structure to the probabilistic automata of [31] . We describe methods to handle complexity measures within probabilistic automata, and we present progress statements as a basic tool for the complexity analysis of a probabilistic system. Finally, we describe verification techniques based on refinements and traces. and each input action a of in(A) there is a state s such that (s, a, s ) is an element of Trans(A). The elements of Trans(A) are called transitions, and A is said to be input enabled. • A task partition Tasks(A), which is an equivalence relation on int(A) ∪ out(A) that has at most countably many equivalence classes. An equivalence class of Tasks(A) is called a task of A.
I/O automata
In the rest of the paper we refer to I/O automata as automata. A state s of A is said to enable a transition if there is a transition (s, a, s ) in Trans(A); an action a is said to be enabled from s if there is a transition (s, a, s ) in Trans(A); a task T of A is said to be enabled from s if there is an action a ∈ T that is enabled from s.
An execution fragment of an automaton A is a sequence α of alternating states and actions of A starting with a state, and, if α is finite, ending with a state, α = s 0 a 1 s 1 a 2 s 2 ..., such that for each i ≥ 0 there exists a transition (s i , a i+1 , s i+1 ) of A. Denote by fstate(α) the first state of α and, if α is finite, denote by lstate(α) the last state of α. Denote by frag * (A) the set of finite execution fragments of A. An execution is an execution fragment whose first state is a start state.
An execution fragment α is said to be fair iff the following conditions hold for every task T of A:
1. if α is finite then T is not enabled in lstate(α); 2. if α is infinite, then either actions from T occur infinitely many times in α, or α contains infinitely many occurrences of states from which T is not enabled.
A state s of A is reachable if there exists a finite execution of A that ends in s. Denote by rstates(A) the set of reachable states of A. A property φ of states is said to be stable for an execution fragment α = s 0 a 1 s 1 · · · if, once φ is true, φ remains true in all later states. That is, for every i ≥ 0, φ(s i ) ⇒ ∀ j≥i φ(s j ).
A finite execution fragment α 1 = s 0 a 1 s 1 · · · a n s n of A and an execution fragment α 2 = s n a n+1 s n+1 · · · of A can be concatenated. The concatenation, written α 1 α 2 , is the execution fragment s 0 a 1 s 1 · · · a n s n a n+1 s n+1 · · ·. An execution fragment α 1 of A is a prefix of an execution fragment α 2 of A, written α 1 ≤ α 2 , iff either α 1 = α 2 or α 1 is finite and there exists an execution fragment α 1 of A such that α 2 = α 1 α 1 . If α = α 1 α 2 , then α 2 is called a suffix of α, and it is denoted alternatively by α α 1 .
Probabilistic I/O automata

Preliminaries on probability theory
In this section we recall some basic definitions and results from probability theory. The reader interested in more details is referred to any book on probability theory.
A probability space is a triplet (Ω, F, P ) where 1 . Ω is a set, also called the sample space, 2. F is a collection of subsets of Ω that is closed under complement and countable union and such that Ω ∈ F, also called a σ-field, and 3. P is a function from F to [0, 1] such that P [Ω] = 1 and such that for any collection {C i } i of at most countably many pairwise disjoint elements of F, P [∪ i C i ] = i P [C i ]. The pair (Ω, F) is called a measurable space, and the measure P is called a probability measure.
A probability space (Ω, F, P ) is discrete if F = 2 Ω and for each C ⊆ Ω, P [C] = x∈C P [{x}] . For any arbitrary set X, let Probs(X) denote the set of discrete probability distributions whose sample space is a subset of X and such that all the elements of the sample space have a non-zero probability.
A function f : Ω 1 → Ω 2 is said to be measurable from (Ω 1 , F 1 ) to (Ω 2 , F 2 ) if for each E ∈ F 2 , f −1 (E) ∈ F 1 . Given a probability space (Ω 1 , F 1 , P 1 ), a measurable space (Ω 2 , F 2 ), and a measurable function f from (Ω 1 , F 1 ) to (Ω 2 , F 2 ), let f (P 1 ), the image measure of P 1 , be the measure defined on (Ω 2 , F 2 ) as follows: for each E ∈ F 2 , f (P 1 )(E) = P 1 (f −1 (E)). Standard measure theory arguments show that (Ω 2 , F 2 , P 2 ) is a probability space. If (Ω, F, P ) is discrete, then we can define f ((Ω, F, P )) as (f (Ω), 2 f (Ω) , f(P )).
For notational convenience we denote a probability space (Ω, F, P ) by P. We also use primes and indices that carry over automatically to the components of a probability space. Thus, for example, P i denotes (Ω i , F i , P i ).
Given a probability space P and a set X, we abuse notation and we write P [X] even if X contains elements that are not in Ω. By writing P [X] we mean implicitly P [X ∩ Ω]. Also, given an element x, we write P [x] for P [{x}] .
Given two discrete probability spaces P 1 and P 2 , define the product P 1 ⊗ P 2 of P 1 and P 2 to be the triplet (Ω 1 × Ω 2 , 2 Ω1×Ω2 , P 1 ⊗ P 2 ), where, for each (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ Ω 1 × Ω 2 ,
We conclude with some notions about random variables that are needed in some of the proofs of our results. Let ( , F ) be a measurable space with the real numbers as sample space. Given a probability space P, a random variable X for P is a measurable function from (Ω, F) to ( , F ). As an example, a random variable could be the function that expresses the complexity of each element of Ω. It is possible to study the expected value of a random variable, that is, the average complexity of the elements of Ω, as follows:
Let P be a probability space and let X be a random variable for P. For a natural number i ≥ 0, let the expression X ≥ i denote the event {x ∈ Ω | X(x) ≥ i}. Then the following two useful properties are valid.
1. If the range of X is the set of natural numbers, then We say that M is input-enabled. • A task partition Tasks(M ), which is an equivalence relation on int(M ) ∪ out(M ) that has at most countably many equivalence classes.
In the rest of the paper we refer to probabilistic I/O automata as probabilistic automata. Probabilistic I/O automata are similar in structure to the probabilistic automata of [30] , the concurrent labeled Markov chains of [32] , and Markov decision processes [13] . In this paper probabilistic I/O automata are viewed as an extension of I/O automata, and thus the notation and the results that we present are chosen along the lines of [25] . Execution fragments and executions are defined similarly to the non-probabilistic case. An execution fragment of M is a sequence α of alternating states and actions of M starting with a state, and, if α is finite ending with a state, α = s 0 a 1 s 1 a 2 s 2 ..., such that for each i ≥ 0 there exists a transition (s i , a i+1 , P) of M such that s i+1 ∈ Ω. All the terminology that is used for executions in the non-probabilistic case applies to the probabilistic case as well.
Probabilistic executions
An execution fragment of M is the result of resolving both the probabilistic and the nondeterministic choices of M . If only the nondeterministic choices are resolved, then we obtain a stochastic process, which we call a probabilistic execution fragment of M . From the point of view of the study of algorithms, the nondeterminism is resolved by an adversary that chooses a transition to schedule based on the past history of the system. A probabilistic execution is the result of the action of some adversary that is allowed to know everything about the past but nothing about the future. Thus, the adversaries that we model cannot predict the values of future coin flips. These adversaries are called policies within the theory of Markov Decision Processes. A probabilistic execution can be thought of as the result of unfolding the transition relation of a probabilistic automaton and then choosing one transition for each state of the unfolding. We also allow an adversary to use randomization in its choices, that is, a transition to be chosen probabilistically. This models the fact that the environment of a probabilistic automaton may provide input randomly. We remark that from the point of view of the study of an algorithm (how long it takes for the algorithm to terminate) randomized adversaries are not more powerful than non-randomized adversaries [20, 31] . However, randomized adversaries are fundamental for the study of compositional verification techniques as we do in this paper.
Formally, a probabilistic execution fragment H of a probabilistic automaton M consists of four components.
• A set of states States(H) ⊆ frag * (M ); let q range over the states of H;
of transitions of M and a family {p i } i≥0 of probabilities satisfying the following properties: Furthermore, each state of H is reachable, where reachability is defined analogously to the notion of reachability for probabilistic automata after defining an execution of a probabilistic execution fragment in the obvious way. A probabilistic execution H of a probabilistic automaton M is a probabilistic execution fragment of M whose start state is a state of Start(M ).
A probabilistic execution is like a probabilistic automaton, except that within a transition it is possible to choose probabilistically over actions as well. Furthermore, a transition may contain a special symbol δ, which corresponds to not scheduling any transition. In particular, it is possible that from a state q a transition is scheduled only with some probability p < 1.
In such a case the probability of δ is 1 − p.
The reader familiar with stochastic processes or Markov Decision Processes may be confused by the terminology introduced so far since an adversary should be referred to as a policy, a probabilistic execution as a probabilistic tree, and an execution as a trace. The naming convention that we have chosen originates from the theory of I/O automata, which is in contrast with the naming convention of stochastic processes. We have decided to follow the I/O automata convention because we are extending to the probabilistic case techniques that are typical of I/O automata.
We now describe the probability space associated with a probabilistic execution fragment, which is a standard construction for stochastic processes. Given a probabilistic exe-cution fragment H, the sample space Ω H is the limit closure of States (H) , where the limit is taken under prefix ordering. The σ-field F H is the smallest σ-field that contains the set of cones C q , consisting of those executions of Ω H having q as a prefix. The probability measure P H is the unique extension of the probability measure defined on cones as follows:
is the product of the probabilities of each transition of H leading to q. It is easy to show that there is a unique probability measure having the property above, and thus (Ω H , F H , P H ) is a well defined probability space.
An event E of H is an element of F H . An event E is called finitely satisfiable if it can be expressed as a union of cones. A finitely satisfiable event can be represented by a set of incomparable states of H, that is, by a set Θ ⊆ States (H) such that for each q 1 , q 2 ∈ Θ, q 1 ≤ q 2 and q 2 ≤ q 1 . The event denoted by Θ is ∪ q∈Θ C q . We abuse notation by writing
We call a set of incomparable states of H a cut of H, and we say that a cut Θ is full if P H [Θ] = 1. Denote by cuts(H) the set of cuts of H, and denote by full-cuts (H) the set of full cuts of H.
An important event of P H is the set of fair executions of Ω H . We define a probabilistic execution fragment H to be fair if the set of fair executions has probability 1 in P H .
We conclude by extending the operator to probabilistic execution fragments. Given a probabilistic execution fragment H of M and a state q of H, define H q (the fragment of H given that q has occurred), to be the probabilistic execution fragment of M obtained from H by removing all the states that do not have q as a prefix, by replacing all other states q with, and by defining lstate(q) to be the new start state. An important property of H q is the following.
Parallel composition
Two probabilistic automata M 1 and M 2 are compatible iff int(M 1 ) ∩ acts(M 2 ) = ∅ and acts(M 1 ) ∩ int(M 2 ) = ∅. The parallel composition of two compatible probabilistic automata M 1 and M 2 , denoted by M 1 M 2 , is the probabilistic automaton M such that
where U(s) denotes a probability distribution over a single state s. Informally, two probabilistic automata synchronize on their common actions and evolve independently on the others. Whenever a synchronization occurs, the state that is reached is obtained by choosing a state independently for each of the probabilistic automata involved. In a parallel composition the notion of projection is one of the main tools to support modular reasoning. A projection of an execution fragment α onto a component in a parallel composition context is the contribution of the component to obtain α. Formally, let M be M 1 M 2 , and let α be an execution fragment of M . The projection of α onto M i , denoted by α M i , is the sequence obtained from α by replacing each state with its i th component and by removing all actions that are not actions of M i together with their following state. It is the case that α M i is an execution fragment of M i . The projections of an execution α represent the contributions of the single components of a system to α. Projections are a fundamental tool for compositional reasoning within I/O automata.
The notion of projection can be extended to probabilistic executions (cf. Sect. 4.3 of [31] ), although the formal definition of projection for a probabilistic execution is more involved than the corresponding definition for an execution. For the purpose of this paper it is not important to know the details of such definition; rather, it is important to know some properties of projections. Given a probabilistic execution fragment H of M , it is possible to define an object H M i , which is a probabilistic execution fragment of M i that informally represents the contribution of M i to H. The states of H M i are the projections onto M i of the states of H. Furthermore, the probability space associated with H M i is the image space under projection of the probability space associated with H (see Proposition 2.2 below). This property allows us to prove probabilistic properties of H based on probabilistic properties of H M i .
Complexity measures
A complexity function is a function from execution fragments of M to ≥0 . A complexity measure is a complexity function φ such that, for each pair α 1 and α 2 of execution fragments that can be concatenated, max
Informally, a complexity measure is a function that determines the complexity of an execution fragment. A complexity measure satisfies two natural requirements: the complexity of two tasks performed sequentially should not exceed the complexity of performing the two tasks separately and should be at least as large as the complexity of the more complex task; it should not be possible to accomplish more by working less. In this section we present several results that apply to complexity functions; later in the paper we present results that apply only to complexity measures.
Expected complexity
Consider a probabilistic execution fragment H of M and a finitely satisfiable event Θ of F H . Informally, the elements of Θ represent the points where the property denoted by Θ is satisfied. Let φ be a complexity function. Then, we can define the expected complexity φ to reach Θ in H as follows:
Complexity functions on full cuts enjoy several properties that are typical of random variables [16] . 
Computation subdivided into phases
In this section we study a property of complexity functions that becomes useful whenever a computation can be divided into phases. Specifically, suppose that in a system there are several phases, each one with its own complexity, and suppose that the complexity associated with each phase remains 0 until the phase starts. Suppose that the expected complexity of each phase is bounded by some constant c. If we know that the expected number of phases that start is bounded by k, then the expected complexity of the system is bounded by ck. The difficult part of this result is that several phases may run concurrently. The protocol of Aspnes and Herlihy works in rounds. At each round a special coin flipping protocol is run, and the coin flipper flips a number of elementary coins (elementary coin flips). The expected number of elementary coin flips is bounded by some known value c independent of the round number. We also know an upper bound k on the expected number of rounds that are started. If we view each round as a phase, then Proposition 2.4 below says that the expected number of elementary coin flips is upper bounded by ck. We give a formal proof of Proposition 2.4 to give an idea of how it is possible to prove non-trivial facts about probabilistic executions. The reader may skip the proof without compromising understanding.
Proposition 2.4
Let M be a probabilistic automaton. Let φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , . . . be a countable collection of complexity measures for M , and let φ be a complexity function defined as φ (α) = i≥0 φ i (α). Let c be a constant, and suppose that for each fair probabilistic execution fragment H of M , each full cut Θ of H, and each i > 0,
Let H be a probabilistic fair execution fragment of M , and let φ be a complexity measure for M . For each i > 0, let Θ i be the set of minimal states q of H such that φ(q) ≥ i. Suppose that for each q ∈ Θ i , φ i (q) = 0, and that for each state q of H and each i > φ(q), φ i (q) = 0.
Then, for each full cut Θ of H,
Proof. From the definition of φ ,
Since for each q ∈ Θ and each i > φ(q), φ i (q) = 0, Equation (1) can be rewritten as
which can be rearranged into
For each i > 0, let η i denote the set of minimal states q of H that are prefixes of some element of Θ and such that φ(q) ≥ i. Then, by breaking the inner summation of Equation (3),
Since for each q ∈ η i , φ i (q) = 0 (η i ⊆ Θ i ) the innermost expression of the right hand side of Equation (4) is
and
Observe that P H [η i ] is the probability that φ is at least i in Θ. Recall also that φ is a random variable for the probability space identified by Θ.
, and by substituting in (5) ,
Complexity functions and parallel composition
To verify properties in a modular way it is useful to derive complexity properties of complex systems based on complexity properties of the single components. Proposition 2.5 helps in doing this. Informally, suppose that we have a complexity function φ for M = M 1 M 2 and a complexity function φ 1 for M 1 such that φ and φ 1 coincide up to projection. In other words φ measures in M the property of M 1 that is measured by φ 1 . Furthermore, suppose that we know an upper bound on the expected value of φ 1 that is independent how the nondeterminism is resolved in M 1 . Then, the same upper bound is valid for φ as well. In other words, the property that we know about M 1 can be lifted to M . 
Probabilistic complexity statements
A probabilistic complexity statement is a predicate that can be used to state whether all the fair probabilistic executions of a probabilistic automaton guarantee some reachability property within some time t with some minimum probability p. Probabilistic complexity statements essentially express partial progress properties of a probabilistic system. Such partial progress properties can then be used to derive upper bounds on the expected complexity for progress. Probabilistic complexity statements can also be decomposed into simpler statements, thus splitting the progress properties of a randomized system into progress properties that either are simpler to analyze or can be derived by analyzing a smaller subcomponent of the system.
Progress statements are introduced in [24, 29, 31] . In this section we specialize the theory of [31] to fair schedulers. The fair probabilistic execution fragments of a probabilistic automaton enjoy a property that in [31] is called finite history insensitivity. Thus, using a result of [31] , the following holds, which permits us to decompose a progress property into simpler progress properties. Proposition 2.7 Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let U, U , U ⊆ States(M ). Let φ be a complexity measure. Then,
1. if U φ≤c −→ p U and U φ≤c −→ p U , then U φ≤c+c −→ pp U ; 2. if U φ≤c −→ p U , then U ∪ U φ≤c −→ p U ∪ U .
From probabilistic complexity statements to expected complexity
In this section we show how to use probabilistic complexity statements to derive properties about expected complexities. In the analysis of the protocol of Aspnes and Herlihy we use the result of this section to study the expected number of rounds that the protocol needs to terminate.
Let M be a probabilistic automaton, and let U , U ⊆ States(M ). We denote by U ⇒ U unlessU the predicate that is true for M iff for every execution fragment sas of M ,
For each probabilistic execution fragment H of M , let Θ U (H) denote the set of minimal states of H where a state from U is reached. That is, Θ U (H) represents the event that contains all those executions of Ω H where a state from U is reached. The following theorem, which is an instantiation of a more general result of [31] , provides a way of computing the expected complexity for satisfying Θ U (H). Theorem 2.8 ( [31] ) Let M be a probabilistic automaton and φ be a complexity measure for M . Let r be a real number such that for each execution fragment of M of the form sas , φ(sas ) ≤ r, that is, each transition of M can increase the complexity φ by at most r. Let U and U be sets of states of M . Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M that starts from a state of U , and suppose that for each state q of H such that lstate(q) ∈ U some transition is scheduled with probability 1 (i.e., the probability of δ in the transition enabled from q in H is 0). Furthermore, suppose that
We start at the beginning from a state of U and we observe the system after complexity c + r. With probability at least p a state from U is reached, and with probability at most (1 − p) we are still in U . If we are still in U we start again and we observe the system after other c + r complexity units. Again with probability p a state from U is reached (cf. Fig. 1 ). In practice we are repeating a binary experiment until it is successful. Each time we repeat the experiment we pay c + r complexity units. We know from probability theory that on average the experiment is repeated at most 1/p times, and thus the expected complexity to reach U is at most (c + r)/p. 1. Choose a set of random draws that may occur within a probabilistic execution of M , and choose some of the possible outcomes; 2. Show that, no matter how the nondeterminism is resolved, the chosen random draws give the chosen outcomes with some minimum probability p; 3. Show that whenever the chosen random draws give the chosen outcome, a state from U is reached within c units of complexity φ.
This technique corresponds to the informal arguments of correctness that appear in the literature. Usually the intuition behind an algorithm is exactly that success is guaranteed whenever some specific random draws give some specific results. The first two steps can be carried out using the so-called coin lemmas [31] , which provide rules to map a stochastic process onto a probabilistic execution and lower bounds on the probability of the mapped events based on the properties of the given stochastic process; the third step concerns nonprobabilistic properties and can be carried out by means of any known technique for non-probabilistic systems. Coin lemmas are essentially a way of reducing the analysis of a probabilistic property to the analysis of an ordinary nondeterministic property. The importance of coin lemmas is also in the fact that a common source of errors in the analysis of a randomized algorithm is to map a probabilistic process onto a probabilistic execution in the wrong way, or, in other words, to believe that a probabilistic automaton always behaves like some defined probabilistic process while the claim is not true. In Sect. 3 we present in full detail a coin lemma that deals with random walks. For a general introduction to coin lemmas the reader is referred to [31] .
Refinement mappings and traces
A common verification technique consists of specifying a system as an I/O automaton or a probabilistic I/O automaton and then building an implementation of the specification. Typically the notion of implementation is identified by some form of language inclusion. The important fact is that the interesting properties of a specification are preserved by the notion of implementation, that is, whenever a property is true for the specification, such property is true for the implementation as well. In this section we provide the pieces of the technique that we use for the analysis of the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy. More details can be found in [25, 26, 31 ].
Traces and trace distributions
Trace and trace distributions are abstractions of the behavior of automata and probabilistic automata, respectively, that are based only on the sequences of external actions that the automata can provide. Several times, as is the case for the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy, the interesting properties of a system can be expressed in terms of trace and trace distributions. In such cases it is possible to use traces and trace distributions for the analysis and in particular to use the related proof techniques.
Let α be an execution of an automaton A. The trace of α, denoted by trace(α), is the ordered sequence of the external actions that appear in α. 
For each transition s
That is, A 2 can simulate all the transitions of A 1 via the refinement function h. An important property of a refinement is the following.
Proposition 2.9 ([26]) Suppose that there exists a refinement from
A refinement can be defined also for probabilistic automata as follows. Let M 1 , M 2 be two probabilistic automata with the same external actions. A probabilistic refinement from
In particular, a refinement is a special case of a probabilistic refinement. The following property is valid as well.
Proposition 2.10 ([31]) Suppose that there exists a probabilistic refinement from
Finally, the existence of refinements is preserved by parallel composition, thus enabling modular verification.
Proposition 2.11 ([31])
Suppose that there exists a probabilistic refinement between two probabilistic automata M 1 and M 2 . Then, for each probabilistic automaton M compatible with M 1 and M 2 , there exists a probabilistic refinement from
The execution correspondence theorem
Refinements can be used also to show some liveness properties. Specifically, it is possible to use refinements to derive fair trace inclusion and fair trace distribution inclusion. Our main technique is based on the execution correspondence theorem [18] , which allows us to establish close relationships between the executions of two automata.
We use refinements in the analysis of the shared counter in the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy. Our analysis is carried out mainly on an abstract specification of the counters. This allows us to avoid dealing with unimportant details.
Let A 1 and A 2 be I/O automata with the same external actions and let h be a refinement from A 1 to A 2 . For an execution fragment α, let |α| denote the number of actions that occur in α. If α is an infinite execution fragment, then |α| is ∞. Let α = s 0 a 1 s 1 a 2 s 2 · · · and α = u 0 b 1 u 1 b 2 u 2 · · · be executions of A 1 and A 2 , respectively. We say that α and α are h-related, written (α, α ) ∈ h, if there exists a total, nondecreasing mapping m :
Theorem 2.12 ([18])
Let A 1 and A 2 be automata with the same external actions, and let h be a refinement from A 1 to A 2 . Then, for each execution α 1 of A 1 there is an execution
The execution correspondence theorem can be used to show fair trace inclusion as follows: given (α 1 , α 2 ) ∈ h, show that α 2 is fair whenever α 1 is fair. In this case we also say that h preserves the fair executions of A 1 . By using some other results from [31] we can also show the following result that deals with probabilistic executions. Let h be a refinement from A 1 to A 2 that preserves the fair executions of A 1 . Then ftdistrs(
Symmetric random walks for probabilistic automata
The correctness of the protocol of Aspnes and Herlihy is based on the theory of random walks [16] . That is, some parts of the protocol behave like a probabilistic process known in the literature as a random walk. The main problem is to make sure that the protocol indeed behaves as a random walk, or better, to make sure that the protocol has the same probabilistic properties as a random walk. This is a point where intuition often fails, and therefore we need a proof technique that is sufficiently rigorous and simple to avoid mistakes. In this section we present a coin lemma for random walks. That is, we show that if we choose events within a probabilistic execution fragment according to some specific rules, then the chosen events are guaranteed to have properties similar to the properties of random walks. Then, by verifying that each one of the chosen events guarantees progress, a non-probabilistic property, we can derive probabilistic progress properties of the protocol.
This section is divided into three parts. In the first part we give an introduction to the elements of random walk theory that are relevant for our paper; in the second part we present a coin lemma for random walks; in the third part we instantiate the coin lemma to the cases that are useful for the analysis of the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy. We prove formally all the non-trivial results since similar coin lemmas do not appear in [31] .
Random walks
Let X be a probability space with sample set {−1, 1} that assigns probability p to 1 and probability q =
Then F RW is the minimum σ-field that contains the set of cylinders, and P RW is the unique extension to F RW of the measure defined on the cylinders. The construction is justified by standard measure theory arguments. In other words, RW is a probability space on infinite sequences of independent experiments performed according to X.
Similarly to our probabilistic executions, define an event of F RW to be finitely satisfiable if it is a union of cylinders. Furthermore, denote a finitely satisfiable event by a set Θ of incomparable finite sequences over {−1, 1}.
Consider a particle in the real line, initially at position z, and let X describe a move of the particle: −1 corresponds to decreasing by 1 the position of the particle, and 1 corresponds to increasing by 1 the position of the particle. An element of Ω RW describes an infinite sequence of moves of the particle. The probability space RW describes a random walk of the particle.
An important random walk is a random walk with absorbing barriers, that is, a random walk that is considered to be successful or failed whenever the particle reaches some specified positions (absorbing barriers) of the real line. Consider two barriers B, T such that B ≤ z ≤ T . Then the following events are studied:
1. the particle reaches T before reaching B; 2. the particle reaches B before reaching T ; 3. the particle reaches either absorbing barrier.
Formally, given a starting point z and a finite sequence x = x 1 x 2 · · · x n ∈ {−1, 1} n let z x = z + i≤n x i be the position of the particle after x. Then, the events 1, 2, and 3 above are finitely satisfiable and can be denoted by the following sets of finite sequences, respectively:
The following results are known from random walk theory [16] .
Theorem 3.1 Let p = q = 1/2. Then
For a finitely satisfiable event Θ that has probability 1 it is possible to study the average number of moves that are needed to satisfy Θ as follows:
From random walk theory [16] we know the following result.
A coin lemma for random walks
As we said earlier a coin lemmas provides us with rule to map a stochastic process onto a probabilistic execution and with a lower bound on the probability of the mapped events. In our case the rule should map an event of F RW to an event Θ of a probabilistic execution H, while the lower bound should be P RW [Θ] . In this section we present both the rule and the lower bound. Furthermore we introduce a result for the study of expectations.
Terminology
We use the actions of a probabilistic automaton to identify the single experiment of drawing a number, and we partition the target states of each transition to identify the outcomes −1 and 1. We use a terminology that resembles coin flipping; thus, the number −1 is replaced by t (tail), the number 1 is replaced by h (head), p is replaced by p h , and q is replaced by p t . Let M be a probabilistic automaton and let
, and such that for every transition (s, flip i , P) with an action flip i the following hold:
(8) The actions from Acts represent coin flips, and the sets of states U h i and U t i represent the two possible outcomes of a coin flip labeled with flip i . Since the sets Acts and S are usually clear from the context, we omit them from our notation. We write Acts and S explicitly only the first time each new notation is introduced.
The rule
Given an execution α of H, let x Acts,S (α) be the ordered sequence of results of the coin flips that occur in α, e.g., if the i th occurrence of an action from Acts in α is an occurrence of flip j that leads to a state from U h j , then the i th element of x(α) is h, and if the i th occurrence of an action from Acts in α is an occurrence of flip j that leads to a state from U t j , then the i th element of x(α) is t. Observe that x(α) is finite if in α there are finitely many occurrences of actions from Acts.
Let Θ be a finitely satisfiable event of RW , and let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of M . Let W Acts,S (H, Θ) be the set of executions α of Ω H such that either x(α) has a prefix in Θ, or x(α) is a prefix of some element of Θ. Informally, W(H, Θ) contains all those executions of Ω H where either the coin flips describe a random walk contained in the event denoted by Θ, or it is possible to extend the sequence of flipped coins to a new sequence contained in the event denoted by Θ, i.e., there is a way to fix the values of the unflipped coins so that a random walk of the event denoted by Θ is obtained. In other words, if we view the scheduler that leads to H as a malicious adversary that tries to resolve the nondeterminism so that the probability of W(H, Θ) is minimized, the scheduler does not gain anything by not scheduling coin flipping operations. It is easy to show that W(H, Θ) is measurable in P H .
The lower bound
We now prove that, no matter how the nondeterminism is resolved, the probability P H of the event W(H, Θ) is lowerbounded by the probability P RW of the event Θ. That is, the probability of the mapping of the event Θ onto H is at least as large as the probability of Θ. We first prove our result for a special class of events Θ in Lemma 3.3. Then, we prove the full result in Theorem 3.4. Note that in the rest of this section we are not simply proving a standard result of random walk theory, but rather we are proving that a result of random walk theory continues to hold in a restrictd form no matter how an andversarial scheduler tries to violate it. The reader not interested in the proofs may simply read the statement of Theorem 3.4 and move to Sect. 3.2.4.
Lemma 3.3 Suppose that for each transition
Proof. For notational convenience, for each state q of H let P H q denote the probability space associated with the unique transition that leaves from q in H.
We prove that
where flip i occurs and leads to a state of U j i , and for each action a let a denote also the set of pairs whose first element is a, that is, the event that action a occurs. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let Θ i be the set of states q of H such that no action flip j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, occurs in q, and such that P H q [flip i ] > 0. The proof is by induction on length(Θ), the maximum length of the elements of Θ. If length(Θ) = 0, then either Θ = ∅ or Θ = { }, where denotes the empty sequence. In the first case W(H, Θ) = ∅, and thus
where Θ j is the event Θ after performing j, that is, the set of the tails of the sequences of Θ whose head is j. Informally, to violate W(Θ j, H q ) with a non-empty Θ, it is necessary to flip at least once and then violate the rest of Θ. Observe that length(Θ j) ≤ k. Thus, by induction, for each j ∈ {h, t} and each state q of H,
(10) Using (10) in (9), and factoring 1 − P RW [Θ j] out of the innermost summation, we obtain
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and j ∈ {h, t}, and consider a state q of H. From the definition of the transition relation of a probabilistic execution fragment, there is a collection of transi-tions (lstate(q), flip i , P k ) and a collection of probabilities
Observe that i∈{1,...,n}
is the probability that some action flip i occurs from in H, and hence its value is at most 1. Furthermore, observe that j∈{h,t} p j
. Thus, from (12),
(13) This completes the proof.
Proof. For each k > 0, let Θ k be the set of elements of Θ whose length is at most k.
From simple arguments of measure theory, P RW 
Expected complexity of the random walk
The next theorem states that the average length of a random walk is preserved by the mapping W, that is, for fixed H and Θ such that P H [Θ] = 1, the expected number of coin flips that may occur in H without reaching Θ is bounded above by the expected number of coin flips necessary to reach Θ in RW . First we need a definition. Definition 3.5 Let Θ be an event in RW , and let M be a probabilistic automaton. For each finite execution fragment α of M , define φ(α) to be the number of actions from Acts that occur in α if x(α) does not have any prefix in Θ, and to be the number of actions from Acts that occur in the minimum prefix
Informally, φ(α) is the number of moves of the random walk that occur in α before satisfying the event denoted by Θ. In particular, if Θ is not satisfied yet within α, φ(α) is the total number of moves of the random walk that occur in α. Observe that φ is a complexity function but not a complexity measure.
From the definition of φ, if q ≤ q and x(q ) ∈ Θ, then φ(q ) = φ(q). Thus, we can build a new full cut Θ obtained from Θ by replacing each q ∈ Θ such that x(q) has a prefix in Θ with the minimum prefix q of q such that x(q ) ∈ Θ and obtain E H,
In particular, for no element q of Θ does the sequence x(q) have a proper prefix in Θ.
Partition Θ into the set Θ p of states q such that x(q) is a prefix of some element of Θ, and the set Θ n of states q such that x(q) is not a prefix of any element of Θ. From the definition of Θ , for no element q of Θ n x(q) has a prefix in Θ.
For each k > 0, let Θ <k be the set of elements of Θ whose length is less than k, and let Θ ≥k be the set of elements of Θ whose length is at least k. Similarly, let Θ <k be the set of elements q of Θ p such that length(x(q)) < k, and let Θ ≥k be the set of elements q of Θ p such that length(x(q)) ≥ k.
Fix k > 0, and let α ∈ W(H,
, where the first and third steps follow from the properties seen in Sect. 2.2.1. Since, we have shown already that
Instantiation of the coin lemma
In this section we instantiate Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 with the events presented in Sect. 3.1. In addition, we introduce a notation that is more suitable for the analysis of an algorithm.
Given a finite execution fragment α of M , let Heads Acts,S (α) denote the number of actions of the form flip i in α whose post state is in the corresponding set U h i , and let Tails Acts,S (α) denote the number of actions of the form flip i in α whose post state is in the corresponding set U t i . Let Diff Acts,S (α) denote Heads Acts,S (α) − Tails Acts,S (α). We conclude with an instantiation of the result about expected complexities. Let φ Acts be the complexity measure such that φ Acts (α) is the number of actions from Acts that occur in α. Define φ Acts,B,T,z (α) to be the truncation of φ Acts at the point where one of the absorbing barriers is
Observe that φ Acts,B,T,z is not a complexity measure, but rather a complexity function: 
Part II: The case study 4 The algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy
The consensus problem
The consensus problem consists of making n asynchronous processes decide on the same value (either 0 or 1) in the presence of stopping faults, given that each process starts with its own initial value. The initial value is provided by the environment during initialization. We say that an algorithm solves the consensus problem if it satisfies the following properties.
Validity. If a process decides on a value within an execution of the algorithm, then this value is the initial value of some process.
Agreement. Any two processes that decide within an execution of the algorithm decide on the same value.
Wait-free termination. All initialized and non-failed processes eventually decide.
It is known from [17] that there is no deterministic algorithm for asynchronous processes that solves consensus and guarantees termination even in the presence of at most one single faulty process. However, the problem becomes solvable using randomization if we relax the termination condition and we replace it with the following condition.
Probabilistic wait-free termination. With probability 1, all initialized and non-failed processes eventually decide.
The algorithm that we analyze in this paper is due to Aspnes and Herlihy [5] and relies on the theory of random walks. It terminates within expected polynomial time. We have chosen this algorithm because it is frequently cited in the literature and because it is among the most complicated randomized algorithms so far proposed. The complex structure of the algorithm allows us to show how modular verification techniques can be applied within a randomized framework.
Description of the algorithm
The algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy proceeds in rounds. Every process maintains a variable with two fields, value and round , that contain the process' current preferred value (0, 1 or ⊥) and current round (a non-negative integer), respectively. We say that a process is at round r if its round field is equal to r. Note that, due to asynchrony, different processes could be at different rounds at some point of an execution. The variables (value, round ) are multiple-reader single-writer. Each process starts with its round field initialized to 0 and its value field initialized to ⊥. After receiving the initial value to agree on, each process i executes the following loop. It first reads the (value, round ) variables of all other processes in its local memory. We say that process i is a leader if according to its readings its own round is greater than or equal to the rounds of all other processes. We also say that a process i observed that another process j is a leader if according to i's readings the round of j is greater than or equal to the rounds of all other processes. If process i at round r discovers that it is a leader, and that according to its readings all processes that are at rounds r and r − 1 have the same value as i, then i breaks out of the loop and decides on its value. Otherwise, if all processes that i observed to be leaders have the same value v , then i sets its value to v, increments its round and proceeds to the next iteration of the loop. In the remaining case (leaders that i observed do not agree), i sets its value to ⊥ and scans the other processes again. If once again the leaders observed by i do not agree, then i determines its new preferred value for the next round by invoking a coin flipping protocol. There is a separate coin flipping protocol for each round. Figure 2 gives a high level view of the algorithm. The left box is the main algorithm which is subdivided into processes; the right boxes are the coin flipping protocols which interact with the main algorithm through some invocation and response messages.
We represent the main part of the algorithm as an automaton AP (Agreement Protocol), and the coin flipping protocols as probabilistic automata CF r (Coin Flipper), one for each round r. With this decomposition we can prove several important properties of the algorithm as properties of AP using ordinary techniques for non-probabilistic systems. Indeed, in this section we deal with AP only, and we leave the coin flippers unspecified. Table 1 describes the state variables of AP . The shared state of process i consists of a single-writer multiplereader shared variable with two fields, value(i) and round (i), that contain process i's current preferred value and round. The local state of a process i consists of a program counter pc, two arrays, values and rounds that store the (value, round ) variables of other processes after i reads them, a variable obs that records the processes already observed by i, a variable start that records the initial preferred value of i, and two boolean flags, decided and stopped , that reflect whether i has decided or failed. The variable stopped is not relevant for the actual code for process i; it is used only in the analysis of the algorithm to identify those points where process i has failed. Table 2 describes the actions and the transition relation of AP . The transitions associated with each action a are described by giving the conditions that a state s should satisfy to enable a (Pre:), and the transformations that are performed on s to obtain the post-state of the transition (Eff:). If the precon-dition is omitted, then it is taken to be true. Table 2 is based on the following predicates and functions: obs-max-round is the maximum round observed by process i; obs-leader (j) is true if i observes that j is a leader; obs-agree(r, v) is true if the observations of all the processes whose round is at least r agree on v; obs-leader-agree(v) is true if, according to the observations of i, the leaders agree on v; obs-leader-value is the value of one of the leaders observed by i. Formally, obs-max-round = max j∈obs (rounds[j])
It is simple to check that obs-leader-value is a well defined function since it is never the case that obs-leader-agree(0) and obs-leader-agree(1) are satisfied simultaneously.
We associate all the locally controlled actions of a process i with a single task. Thus, an execution fragment α of AP is fair if all processes that are continuously enabled are scheduled eventually in α.
Informal analysis of the algorithm
It is easy to show that the algorithm satisfies validity since if all processes start all with the same value v, then no process will ever observe disagreement among the leaders and no process will ever propose a value different from v.
It is more difficult to show that the algorithm satisfies agreement. The first important observation is that agreement does not rely on probability, but rather on the fact that the processes at the two highest rounds all agree when a process decides. The very strict condition on the decision action ensures that no process will ever be able to compromise a decision that was taken already. If a process decides v at round r, then all processes at round r agree on v and no process at round r − 1 can observe leaders with values different from v. More precisely, suppose for the sake of contradiction that the decision is taken by process P and that there is a process Q at round r − 1 that is up to proposing a value different from v for round r or up to flipping a coin for the value to propose at round r. Let Q be the first such process. This means that all processes at round r or higher agree on v. We distinguish two exhaustive cases.
1. Process Q observed that the leaders agree on a value different from v. In this case, since all processes at round r prefer v, process Q observed that the leaders are at round r − 1. Thus, since Q is at round r − 1, Q itself prefers a value different from v at round r − 1. Consider the last observation that P made of Q. If P observed Q at round r − 1, then the value preferred by Q at round r − 1 must be v, a contradiction (it is possible to show that a process cannot switch its 
Tasks: The locally controlled actions of process i form a single task.
preferred value within a round); if P did not observe Q at round r − 1, then P was already at round r when Q moved to round r − 1, which means that Q observed at least one process at round r during its last scan, again a contradiction. 2. Process Q observed that the leaders do not agree on v.
Since during the second scan of process Q the value proposed by Q is ⊥, process P observed Q either at a round lower than r − 1 or while process Q was scanning the other processes for the first time. In both cases during the second scan of round r − 1 process Q sees that process P is at round r, and thus that all leaders agree on v. This is a contradiction.
The agreement property is quite intricate to analyze, and the analysis above may look incomplete since each statement relies on the understanding of several subtle interactions between processes. However, assuming that all the statements are correct, the informal analysis above provides the main ideas behind the correctness of the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy. In the formal proof all the informal analysis above is embedded in Invariant 6.3. We encourage the reader to observe carefully Invariant 6.3 and check how the informal analysis above is embedded. The termination property (eventually some process will decide) relies strongly on the properties of the coin flipping protocol. If at a certain round the coin flip protocol behaves like a global coin flip, i.e., like the flip of a unique coin the result of which is returned to each process, then termination occurs within a few rounds. Informally, all the processes that do not flip coins to select the value for the next round will select the same value, and all the processes that flip obtain the same value. The key problem is how to define a coin flipper that behaves like a global coin flipper with high probability.
We postpone the discussion to Sect. 9.
In the next three sections we prove validity, agreement, and those parts of termination (progress) that do not depend on the low level details of the coin flippers.
Proving validity
The proof of validity is very simple and is based on an invariant property (cf. Invariant 5.2). In this section and in the rest of this paper we use the word "invariant" both for automata and for execution fragments. An invariant of an automaton is a property that is valid in all the reachable states of the automaton; an invariant of an execution fragment is a property that is valid in all the states of the execution fragment. For notational convenience, given v ∈ {0, 1}, we denote by v the value (v + 1) mod 2. We also define a new predicate:
That is, predicate agree(r, v) is true if all the processes at round at least r agree on value v. Invariant 5.1 Let α be an execution of AP where no action of the form init(v) i occurs. Then each state of α satisfies agree (1, v) and obs-agree (1, v) . Proof. Straightforward inductive argument. Informally, each process observes that the leaders agree on v, and thus no pro-cess ever flips a coin or choosesv as its preferred value for the next round. 
Proving agreement
In this section we prove the agreement property of AP , that is, that any two processes that decide within an execution decide the same value (cf. Theorem 6.2). We give the high level proof in Sect. 6.1 and we prove the main invariant in Sect. 6.2.
High level proof
The key idea of the agreement proof is that if a process i that is at round r is "about to decide" on some value v, then every process that is at round r or higher has its value equal to v. We formalize this statement in Invariant 6.1. Invariant 6.1 Let i be a process. Given a reachable state of AP , let v = value(i) and r = round (i). Then
Invariant 6.1 states that if process i has observed all the other processes and has determined that it is a leader and that all the processes at round at least r − 1 agree on a value v, then all the processes at round at least r agree on a value v. Before giving the proof of Invariant 6.1, we use Invariant 6.1 to prove the agreement property. Essentially the idea is that the premise of Invariant 6.1 is stable, that is, it is always satisfied in the future once it is satisfied: if process i satisfies the premise of Invariant 6.1, then process i decides on value v, and thus the local state of process i does not change any more. Proof. Let γ be a trace of AP such that decide(v) i and decide(v ) j both occur in γ. Let α be an execution of AP that has trace γ. Assume without loss of generality that decide(v) i occurs first in γ. Let s i and s j be the states before actions decide(v) i and decide(v ) j occur, respectively. From the transition relation of AP , process i satisfies the premise of Invariant 6.1 in state s i , and process j satisfies the premise of Invariant 6.1 in state s j . Thus, s i .agree(round (i), v) and s j .agree(round (j), v ). Furthermore, it is a simple inductive argument to show that the premise of Invariant 6.1 is stable, that is, once it is satisfied it continues to be satisfied. Thus, s j .agree(round (i), v). Since in s j there is at least one process at round max (s j .round (i), s j .round (j)), we derive that v = v .
Proof of Invariant 6.1
The problem with Invariant 6.1 is that it is not strong enough to hold inductively. Therefore, we provide a stronger invariant that implies Invariant 6.1 and holds inductively. Invariant 6.1 guarantees that some properties hold for those states where a process i has observed all other processes; for the inductive argument we need to guarantee some properties also for those states where process i has not observed all other processes yet. Furthermore, we need to ensure more properties than just the fact that all processes at round at least r have value v. In particular, we need to make sure that all processes at round r − 1 cannot reach round r with a value different from v.
Given v ∈ {0, 1}, denote by v the value (v +1)mod 2. Define new predicates and functions fill-max-round i ,fill-leader (j) i , fill-agree(r, v) i , and fill-leader-agree(v) i to be the same as the corresponding predicates and functions obs-maxround i , obs-leader (j) i , obs-agree(r, v) i , and obs-leaderagree (v) i , with the following exception: the rounds and preferred values used in the definitions are the values observed by i for the processes that i has already observed, and the actual values of the shared variables for the processes that i has not yet observed. In other words, an incomplete observation is "completed instantly" with the actual values of the unobserved processes. Formally, for each process i, let fill-rounds i and fill-values i be two vectors defined as follows:
The vectors fill-rounds and fill-values are called the filled vectors of rounds and values. Then,
The actual invariant that we prove is the following.
Invariant 6.3
Let i be a process. Given a reachable state of AP , let v = value(i), r = round (i). If the following holds
Informally, Invariant 6.3 states that if nothing is preventing some process i from deciding on a value v at round r, then none of the processes observed by i is in a position to cause other processes not to agree on v at round r. Thus, the premises state that according to the observations of process i, process i is a leader at round r and observes that the other processes that are at round at least r − 1 agree on v; furthermore all the non-observed processes do not compromise the leadership of process i and agree on v if they are at round at least r. This means that it is possible for i to decide on v after completing its scan: the non-observed processes that are at round r − 1 and do not agree on v may reach round r with value v before being observed by i. Condition a states that all processes observe agreement on v from round r, Condition b states that all processes at round at least r do agree on v, and Condition c states that none of the processes that have been observed already by process i is in a condition to reach round r with a value different from v. At this point we can understand better the use of ⊥ in AP . When a process i is about to decide on v at round r, it could be the case that another process j at round r − 1 is about to flip a coin for the value to be used in round r. Process j could have observed some old values of the other processes. However, in such a case the value of process j would be ⊥. Then, Condition c ensure that process j observes some process at round at least r, and thus, from Condition a, process j observes that the leaders agree on v. Hence, process j cannot flip. In other words, a process j might not discover that another process i is about to decide on v at round r during its first scan; however, process j would certainly discover the intent of process i during its second scan.
Observe that Invariant 6.3 implies Invariant 6.1 directly; thus, proving Invariant 6.3 is sufficient to prove Invariant 6.1. To prove Invariant 6.3 we need several auxiliary invariants that illustrate some of the key ideas behind the algorithm. Several invariants have straightforward inductive proofs, which we omit. The first invariant, Invariant 6.4, states that a process that has not started yet is at round 0. Invariant 6.4 Let i be a process. Then, for each reachable state of AP , (pc i = init) ⇒ (round (i) = 0). Invariant 6.5 states that a process has observed all other processes whenever either it has decided, or it is checking the local variables, or it is interacting with the coin flipping protocol. . Invariant 6.9 is a consequence of the fact that a process cannot prefer two different values during the same round. That is, if process j observes the current round of process i and process i does not prefer ⊥, then then the value of process i observed by process j coincides with the actual preferred value of process i. In other words, if process j observes that at some point process i is at round r and prefers value v, then the actual preferred value of process i while its round is r is either v or ⊥. Invariant 6.9 Let i, j be two processes. Then, for each reachable state of AP ,
Proof. For notational convenience, let I(s) denote the invariant above. We prove I(s) by induction on the length of an execution of AP leading to s. If s is a start state, then I(s) is satisfied trivially since s.value(i) = ⊥ for all i. For the inductive step it is enough to show that for every transition (s, a, s ) of AP , I(s) implies I(s ). We distinguish the following cases based on a. 
Proof. Suppose that the premises of the invariant above are satisfied, and let i, j be two processes such that rounds[i] j = r. By Invariant 6.8 and from max-round ≤ r, round (i) = r. Thus, from agree(r, v), value(i) = v. By Invariant 6.9, values[i] j = v.
The following lemma is more technical and is used to shorten the inductive argument in the proof of Invariant 6.3. It states that, under certain conditions, if the premises of Invariant 6.3 are satisfied in the post-state of a transition, then the premises of Invariant 6.3 are satisfied in the pre-state of the transition as well.
and r > 0, the following conditions hold in s :
then the same conditions hold in s as well.
Proof. We distinguish two cases based on a. We prove I(s) by induction on the length of an execution of AP leading to s. If s is a start state, then I(s) is satisfied trivially since s.value(j) = ⊥ for all j and s.obs i = ∅, and thus C2 (s, i) is not satisfied. For the inductive step it is enough to show that for every transition (s, a, s ) of AP , I(s) implies I(s ). We distinguish the following cases based on a.
1. a = start(v ) j for some v and j.
Consider Proof of Invariant 6.1. Follows directly from Invariant 6.3.
Non-probabilistic progress properties
Our next objective is to show that in the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy some decision is reached within some expected number of rounds. This property depends on the probabilistic properties of the coin flipping protocols. However, there are several progress properties of the algorithm that do not depend on any probabilistic assumption. In this section we study such properties. The advantage of this approach is that we can use existing techniques for ordinary nondeterministic systems and confine the probabilistic arguments to a very limited section of the analysis. In this way we can also point out very precisely what is the essential role of probability within the protocol we analyze. The results of this section are integrated with probabilistic arguments in Sect. 8. For each round r, let CF r be a coin flipping protocol, that is, a probabilistic automaton with the interface of a coin flipper of Fig. 2 . Define AH (Aspnes-Herlihy) to be AP ( r≥1 CF r ).
For each finite execution fragment α of AH , define φ MaxRound (α) = lstate(α).max-round −fstate(α).max-round , where max-round is a function that gives the maximum round number among all the processes. Since the round number of each process is nondecreasing, it is immediate to verify that φ MaxRound is a complexity measure. Define the following sets of states.
R the set of reachable states of AH such that
We call the states of R active, since they represent situations where some process is participating actively in the consensus protocol. We want to show that, under some special conditions on the coin flipping protocols, starting from any state of R, a state from D is reached within some bounded number of rounds. It turns out that it is easier to split the problem in two parts: first we show a simple property that, unless the algorithm terminates, the system reaches a point where one process has just moved to a new maximum round (F 0 and F 1 below, where the subscript corresponds to the value preferred by the process at the maximum round); then, we show that from such an intermediate point, under some special conditions on the coin flipping protocols, the algorithm terminates. Formally, define the following sets of states.
F 0 the set of states of R where there exists a round r and a process l such that round (l) = r, value(l) = 0, obs l = ∅, and for all processes j = l, round (j) < r; F 1 the set of states of R where there exists a round r and a process l such that round (l) = r, value(l) = 1, obs l = ∅, and for all processes j = l, round (j) < r.
We show two properties, the first of which is almost trivial: To state formally the two properties above we need to define the meaning of the sentences "all invocations to the coin flippers on non-failing ports get responses", and "all invocations to CF r get only response v", which we identify with the concepts of responsiveness and (v, r)-globality, respectively. Definition 7.1 A port i is non-failing in an execution fragment α of AH or of CF r if action stop i does not occur in α. An invocation to CF r from process i is pending in a reachable state s of CF r if there is an execution α of CF r , ending in state s, such that in α port i is non-failing, there is at least one occurrence of action start-flip(r) i , and the last occurrence of start-flip(r) i is not followed by any action of the form return-flip(v, r) i .
An execution fragment α of CF r is responsive if, for each decomposition α 1 α 2 of α the following holds: if in fstate(α 2 ) there is a pending request of process i to CF r , then in α 2 either action stop i occurs, or action return-flip(v, r) i occurs for some v ∈ {0, 1}. An execution fragment α of AH is responsive if, for each r > 0, α CF r is responsive.
An execution fragment α of CF r is v-global iff for each action of the form return-flip (v , r) 
The definition of pending request may appear rather cumbersome, since we could state it just in terms of the components of a state of CF r . The problem is that CF r is not specified yet, and thus we cannot refer to its state components: we can refer only to the interactions that CF r has with its external environment. Statement 1 is almost trivial and states that within one round some process moves first to a new round or all processes terminate. Statement 2 is the key result of this section. It states that if the maximum round is r and the process at round r has value v, then the system quiesces within two rounds if CF r behaves like a global coin flipper. We start with Statement 1, which requires a trivial preliminary lemma. Lemma 7.2 Let α be a fair execution fragment of AH that starts from a state of R, and assume that α is responsive. Then in α either a state from D is reached, or max-round grows unboundedly.
Proof. Follows directly from the fact that all processes perform finitely many operations in every round. Proposition 7.3 Let s 0 be a state of R, and let α be a fair execution fragment of AH that starts from state s 0 . Suppose that α is responsive. Then in α a state of
Proof. If D is not reached, then, by Lemma 7.2, max-round grows unboundedly. Thus, some process will be the first process to reach round s 0 .max-round + 1. At that point a state from F 0 ∪ F 1 is reached.
This proves Statement 1. For Statement 2 we need to prove some preliminary invariants. The first invariant is an immediate consequence of the fact that a process has a correct view of itself whenever it has observed itself.
Invariant 7.4
Let i be a process. Then, for each reachable state of AH , fill-max-round i ≥ round (i).
Proof. Straightforward inductive argument.
The second invariant states that the round of each process is monotonically increasing and that a process cannot prefer both values 0 and 1 in the same round.
Invariant 7.5
Let α be an execution fragment of AH , and let s 0 = fstate(α) be reachable in AH . Let l be a process, r = s 0 .round (l), and v = s 0 .value(l). If v = ⊥, then for each state of α, round (l) ≥ r ∧ (round (l) = r ⇒ value(l) =v).
Proof. Straightforward inductive argument.
The third invariant is more technical. The important part is the second condition, which states that all processes observe agreement on value v from round r + 1 provided that the coin flipper for round r always returns v, that at the beginning there is exactly one process at round r, and that the process at round r prefers value v. The other two conditions are necessary to carry out the inductive proof.
Invariant 7.6
Let α be an execution fragment of AH whose first state s 0 is a state of F v . Let r = s 0 .max-round , and let l be the (unique) process that satisfies s 0 .round (l) = r. Suppose that α is (v, r)-global. Then, for each state of α,
Proof. For notational convenience let I(s) denote the whole invariant. State s 0 satisfies Conditions 2 and 3 trivially since s 0 .max-round < r + 1. For Condition 1, since process l is the only process at round r, and since s 0 .value(l) = v and s 0 .obs l = ∅, it cannot be the case that s 0 .fill-leader-agree(v) l . For the inductive step we consider a subsequence sas of α and we distinguish cases based on a.
1. a = init(v ) i for some i.
If r > 1, then none of the conditions of I(s) are affected. If r = 1, then Conditions 2 and 3 are not affected as well. Consider a generic process j such that s .round (j) = r. If j = i, then since s .obs j = ∅, Invariant 7.5 and Condition 3 for s ensure that ¬fill-leader-agree(v) j . If j = i, then, since Condition 1 holds in s, there is some process k = i that is a leader with value different fromv in the filled vector of process j. We know that k = i because, by Invariant 7.4, s.fill-max-round j ≥ r, and thus process i could not affect Condition 1 in s. The k th entry of the filled vector of j is not affected during the transition from s to s , and thus Condition 1 is preserved. 2. a = read 1(k) i or a = read 2(k) i for some i and k.
In this case Condition 3 is not affected. Thus, we need to deal only with Conditions 1 and 2, which are affected only for process i. In particular, Conditions 1 and 2 differ in s and s for the use of (round (k), value(k)) and Finally, we can show that from F v the maximum round of the processes does not grow by more than 2 provided that the coin flipper at the maximum round always returns v.
Then, for each state of α, and for each process j, round (j) ≤ r + 2.
Proof. First observe that α satisfies the conditions of Invariant 7.6, which means that Invariant 7.6 is satisfied by all the states of α. All the cases for the proof are straightforward except for the case where a transition (s, check 1 j , s ) occurs and s.round (j) = r + 2. In such case, from Condition 2 of Invariant 7.6, s.fill-agree(r + 1, v) j . Since s.obs j = {1, . . . , n}, we derive that s.obs-agree(r + 1, v), and thus process j sets pc j to decide without reaching round r + 3. Observe that check 2 j cannot occur when round (j) = r + 2 since in such case value(j) = ⊥ and Invariant 7.6 would be violated. Proposition 7.8 Let α be a fair execution fragment of AH whose first state s 0 is a state of F v . Let r = s 0 .max-round . Suppose that α is responsive and (v, r)-global. Then in α a state from D is reached within two rounds. That is,
Proof. Suppose that D is not reached in α. Then, by Lemma 7.2, some process eventually reaches round r + 3, contradicting Invariant 7.7. Therefore, in α a state from D is reached. Furthermore, by Invariant 7.7, a state from D is reached within two rounds.
Probabilistic progress properties
Suppose that each coin flipping protocol CF r satisfies the following properties.
C1
For each fair probabilistic execution fragment of CF r that starts with a reachable state of CF r , the probability of the execution fragments that are responsive is 1. C2 For each fair probabilistic execution of CF r , and each value v ∈ {0, 1}, the probability of the executions that are responsive and v-global is at least p, where p is a real number such that 0 < p ≤ 1.
In this section we show that under Conditions C1 and C2 for every CF r , AH guarantees progress within expected O(1/p) rounds. That is, we prove the following proposition. Thus, we need to show only that it is possible to build distributed implementations of the coin flippers that satisfy C1 and C2 with a suitable value for p. We build the implementations in Sects. 9 and 10.
Remark 8.1 Observe that property C1 refers to probabilistic execution fragments, while Property C2 refers to probabilistic executions. This distinction is important. Property C1 states that a coin flipper gives responses with probability 1 from any arbitrary point in its computation; Property C2 guarantees that with probability p a specific value is always returned, but only if we observe the coin flipper from the beginning. C2 is not true for an arbitrary probabilistic execution fragment: if we consider a fragment that begins in a state where two processes are about to return two different values, then all processes return the same value with probability 0.
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 8.1. The main statement that we use is R
To prove Statement (15) we prove two intermediate state-
The proofs of Statements (16) and (17) rely on Propositions 7.3 and 7.8 and on the probabilistic properties of the coin flipping protocols. In particular, the first statement relies on the fact that the coin flippers respond, which occurs with probability 1 (C1), and the second statement relies on the fact that some specific coin flipper always returns a specific value v, which is the case with probability at least p (C2).
Proposition 8.2
Assuming that the coin flippers in AH satisfy C1, ≥ p since any countable intersection of probability 1 events has probability 1 and the intersection of a probability 1 event with an event with probability p has probability at least p.
Proof of Proposition 8.1. By Proposition 2.7, Statements (16) and (17) can be combined to lead to Statement (15) . Since in AH R is not left unless a state from D is reached, since each transition of AH increases φ MaxRound by at most 1, and since from fairness and C1 some transition is scheduled with probability 1 from each state of R, by Theorem 2.8 we derive that within at most expected 4/p rounds a state from D is reached under any fair scheduler.
The coin flipping protocol
We are left to show that it is possible to build a distributed coin flipping protocol with the properties C1 and C2 stated in Sect. 8, where by a distributed protocol we mean a protocol where processes interact through single-writer multiple-reader shared variables only.
In this section we build an almost distributed version of the coin flipping protocol where processes interact through a multiple-writer multiple-reader shared register; in Sect. 10 we refine the protocol of this section to yield a distributed protocol. The protocol is based on random walks and satisfies properties C1 and C2 with a sufficiently high probability p that is independent of n.
The code for the protocol
We represent the coin flipping protocol by letting an automaton DCN r (Distributed CoiN) interact with a centralized counter CT r (CounTer), that is, CF r = Hide I (DCN r CT r ), where I is the set of actions used for the interaction between DCN r and CT r , and Hide I is an operator that transforms the actions of I from external to internal. Figure 3 shows the structure of the coin flipping protocol. In this section, DCN r is distributed while CT r is composed of n processes that receive requests from DCN r and read/update a single shared variable: the details of the distributed implementation of a shared counter are not necessary for any properties of the coin flipping protocol. The distributed version of the shared counter is presented in Sect. 10.
Since the protocols for DCN r and CT r are the same for any round r, we drop the subscript r from our notation. Table 3 gives the state variables of DCN ; Table 4 gives the transition relation of DCN . Each process flips a fair coin to decide whether to increment or decrement the shared counter. Then the process reads the current value of the shared counter, and if the value read is beyond the barriers ±Kn, where K is a fixed constant, then the process returns, otherwise, it flips the fair coin again. The protocol described in Table 4 is slightly different from the protocol described in [5] : once a coin flip is requested, our protocol checks counter before flipping a coin, while the protocol of [5] starts immediately by flipping a coin. Our protocol improves the protocol of [5] in that properties C1 and C2 are satisfied even in the presence of multiple requests on the same port. This improvement is not essential for the correctness of the protocol of [5] , since the protocol guarantees that there is at most one request at each port; however, our improvement simplifies the proof slightly in that we do not have to prove explicitly that there is at most one request at each port. Table 5 gives the state variables of the shared counter CT ; Table 6 gives the actions and transition relation of CT . Informally, each process of CT receives requests that are handled by referring to a multiple-writer multiple-reader shared variable counter . Increment and decrement operations are performed by updating counter directly; read operations are implemented by first copying the value of counter to a multiplewriter single-reader variable preread and then, in a separate step, returning the value of preread to the environment. However, an update to counter may invalidate the value that a read operation is ready to return. This fact is expressed by the nondeterministic choice to reset any set of preread variables to ⊥ whenever a process updates counter . Due to the way the The locally controlled actions of process i form a single task. Multiple-writer single-reader shared variables (process i reads) preread (i) int ∪ {⊥} ⊥ preread variables are handled, the specification of CT states that an increment or decrement operation always completes unless the corresponding process fails, while a read operation is guaranteed to complete only if increments and decrements eventually cease. Essentially, our use of the preread variables is an abstraction of what the implementation of Sect. 10 actually does. We now proceed with the analysis of CF . In particular, we show that with probability 1, all the invocations to CF on a non-failing port get an answer, and, for v ∈ {0, 1}, with probability at least (K − 1)/2K all the answers are v. The analysis is split into two parts: the first part deals with non-probabilistic properties, while the second part deals with probability.
Informal analysis
The idea behind the coin flipping protocol is very simple: the difference between the heads and tails obtained in the elementary coin flips form a random walk. The value of the shared counter and the actual difference between heads and tails may differ by at most n since in the worst case each process may be 
trying to update the counter. Finally, if the difference between heads and tails is greater than or equal to (K + 1)n, then no process will ever observe a value below Kn. This last property requires a careful analysis, but the idea is that the processes that have to update the counter will not flip any more and the other processes will flip at most once. Based on the properties above, if the difference between heads and tails ends above (K + 1)n before ending below −(K − 1)n, then all processes will return head: no process will ever observe a value below −Kn since the value of the counter and the difference between heads and tails differ by at most n; furthermore, after hitting (K + 1)n all processes will observe a value above Kn. A symmetric argument holds for tail. From random walk theory, the barrier (K + 1)n is reached before −(K − 1)n with probability (K − 1)/2K. Most of the properties described in this informal analysis do not rely on any probabilistic assumption. For this reason in the formal analysis we separate the arguments that need probability from those that are independent of any probabilistic assumption.
Non-probabilistic analysis
Let Acts be {flip 1 , . . . , flip n }, and let S be
where U i j is the set of states of CF where process j has just flipped inc (fpc j = inc), and U d j is the set of states of CF where process j has just flipped dec (fpc j = dec).
Given a finite execution fragment α of CF , let φ inc (α) be the number of coin flips in α that give inc, and let φ dec (α) be the number of coin flips in α that give dec. Function φ inc and φ dec correspond to functions Heads Acts,S and Tails Acts,S in Sect. 3.3; the difference φ inc (α) − φ dec (α) corresponds to Diff Acts,S (α). Given a state s of CF , let |s| inc be the number of processes in s whose program counter of either DCN or CT is inc, and let |s| dec be the number of processes in s whose program counter of either DCN or CT is dec. Formally, let S inc = {j | s.fpc j = inc ∨ s.cpc j = inc}, the processes that are about to increment, and let S dec = {j | s.fpc j = dec ∨ s.cpc j = dec}, the processes that are about to decrement. Let |s| inc = |S inc | and |s| dec = |S dec |. The following lemma states how counter and the actual number of coin flips giving inc and dec are related. Given a state s, let S below (S above ) be the set of processes in s that have a pending request and either are up to flipping an elementary coin or are up to detecting that counter is below (above) the barrier Kn (−Kn). Let |s| below and |s| above denote the cardinality of S below and S above , respectively. Formally, S below is the set of processes i such that either Similarly, S above can be defined by replacing < Kn with > −Kn. The following two lemmas state a key property for the analysis of the coin flipping protocol. We describe only Lemma 9.2 since Lemma 9.3 is symmetric. Suppose that a state is reached where the value of counter minus the number of processes that either are up to decrementing counter or are up to detecting that counter is below Kn is at least Kn. Then Lemma 9.2 states that this property continues to remain valid in the future. Roughly speaking, each process that reads counter terminates (does not flip nor update counter any more) because it observes a value that is at least Kn.
Lemma 9.2
The following property is stable for CF , that is, it continues to be satisfied once it is satisfied.
Proof. Straightforward inductive argument.
Lemma 9.3
The following property is stable for CF .
A simple consequence of Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3 is that whenever the difference between the coin flips that give inc and the coin flips that give dec is beyond the barriers ±(K + 1)n, the value of counter is always beyond ±Kn. Lemma 9.4 Let α = α 1 α 2 be an execution of CF such that φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 ) = (K + 1)n. Then each state of α 2 satisfies counter ≥ Kn.
Proof. By Lemma 9.1, φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 ) = s.counter + |s| inc − |s| dec where s = lstate(α 1 ) = fstate(α 2 ), and thus s.counter +|s| inc −|s| dec = (K +1)n. By a simple algebraic manipulation, s.counter − |s| dec − |s| below = s.counter + |s| inc − |s| dec − (|s| inc + |s| below ). Observe that, by definition, S inc ∩ S below = ∅, and therefore |s| inc + |s| below ≤ n. This means that s.counter − |s| dec − |s| below ≥ Kn. By Lemma 9.2, each state s of α 2 satisfies s .counter −|s | dec − |s | below ≥ Kn. Thus, each state of α 2 satisfies counter ≥ Kn. Lemma 9.5 Let α = α 1 α 2 be an execution of CF such that φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 ) = −(K + 1)n. Then each state of α 2 satisfies counter ≤ −Kn.
Proof. Symmetric to the proof of Lemma 9.4. Lemma 9.6 Let α be an execution of CF , such that α ∈ Top[−(K − 1)n, (K + 1)n, 0](H) for some probabilistic execution H of CF . Then α is 1-global.
Proof. Since α ∈ Top[−(K − 1)n, (K + 1)n, 0](H), either each prefix α of α satisfies −(
In the first case, by Lemma 9.1, no state of α satisfies counter ≤ −Kn. In the second case, by Lemma 9.1, no state of α 1 satisfies counter ≤ −Kn. Furthermore, by Lemma 9.4, each state of α 2 satisfies counter ≥ Kn. Therefore, no state of α satisfies counter ≤ −Kn. This means that in both cases no process returns value 0 in α. Proof. Symmetric to the proof of Lemma 9.6. Lemma 9.8 Let α be a fair execution of CF , such that α ∈ Either[−(K + 1)n, (K + 1)n, 0](H) for some probabilistic execution H of CF . Then α is responsive.
Proof. If α contains finitely many flip actions, then eventually all the increment and decrement operations deriving from the flipping operations are completed or interrupted (the corresponding end-inc or end-dec actions occur or the corresponding processes fail). Thus, there is a point after which no more inc and dec operations are performed. Let α be a suffix of α where no more flip, increment or decrement operations are performed. Then in α none of the preread i variables is set to ⊥ while action end-read (c) i is enabled, and thus all read operations on non-failing ports terminate eventually. At that point, since no more flips are performed in α , each process that completes a read operation returns a value.
If α contains infinitely many flip actions, then, since α ∈ Either[−(K + 1)n, (K + 1)n, 0](H), α = α 1 α 2 such that φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 ) = ±(K + 1)n. Here we consider the case where φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 ) = (K + 1)n; the other case is symmetric. By Lemma 9.4, each state of α 2 satisfies counter ≥ Kn. Thus, each non-failing process returns a value once it reads counter (performing the read operation in α 2 ) since the value read is at least Kn. Lemma 9.9 Let α be a fair execution of CF , such that α ∈ Top[−(K − 1)n, (K + 1)n, 0](H) for some probabilistic execution H of CF . Then α is responsive and 1-global.
Proof. By Lemma 9.8, each invocation on a non-failing port gets a response. By Lemma 9.6 no invocation gets response 0. Hence, each invocation on a non-failing port gets response 1. Proof. Symmetric to the proof of Lemma 9.9.
Probabilistic analysis
In this short subsection we prove the probabilistic properties of the coin flipping protocol, that is, it guarantees properties C1 (Proposition 9.11) and C2 (Proposition 9.12). The proofs rely on the non-probabilistic properties proved in Sect. 9.3 and on the coin lemmas for symmetric random walks of Sect. 3.3.
Proposition 9.11
The coin flipper CF satisfies C1. That is, for each fair probabilistic execution fragment of CF that starts with a reachable state of CF , the probability of the executions that are responsive is 1.
Proof. Let H be a fair probabilistic execution fragment of CF that starts with a reachable state s of CF , and let α be a finite execution of CF such that lstate(α) = s. Let z = φ inc (α) − φ dec (α). If α is an execution of the event Either[−(K + 1)n, (K + 1)n, z](H), then α α is an execution of Either[−(K − 1)n, (K + 1)n, 0](H ) for some fair probabilistic execution H of CF , and by Lemma 9.8, every invocation to CF in α α gets a response. From Definition 7.1, every invocation to CF in α gets a response. By Theorem 3.10, P H [Either[−(K + 1)n, (K + 1)n, z](H)] = 1. This completes the proof.
Proposition 9.12
The coin flipper CF satisfies C2 with p = (K + 1)/2K. That is, fixed v ∈ {0, 1}, for each fair probabilistic execution of CF , the probability of the executions that are responsive and v-global is at least (K − 1)/2K. 
Implementation of the shared counter
In this section we build an implementation of CT and we show that it can replace the abstract automaton CT in CF without compromising Propositions 9.11 and 9.12, that is, properties C1 and C2 with p = (K − 1)/2K. In this way, using the coin flipping protocol with the new counter, we obtain a protocol for consensus that uses only single-writer multiple-reader shared variables. The implementation of CT , which we denote by DCT (Distributed CounTer), is an adaptation of an algorithm proposed by Lamport [21] for read/write registers. The state variable counter of CT is represented by n single-writer multiplereader registers, one for each process, with two fields: a num field, which is incremented whenever the value of the register is changed, and a val field representing the contribution of the corresponding process to the value of counter . The operations inc and dec on a process i are implemented by incrementing or decrementing the val register and incrementing the num register of process i. The operation read-counter is implemented by scanning the shared registers until two consecutive scans give the same value. Table 7 gives the state variables of DCT ; Table 8 gives the transition relation of DCT .
We now verify that it is possible to replace DCT for CT in CF without compromising properties C1 and C2. Let DCF (Distributed Coin Flipper) be defined as Hide I (DCN DCT ) , where I is the set of actions used for the interaction between DCN and DCT .
Observe that properties C1 and C2 are properties of the fair trace distributions of CF and DCF . Specifically, observe that responsiveness and v-globality can be stated in terms of traces. Then, property C1 can be stated as "in each fair trace distribution, the probability of the set of traces that are responsive is 1", and property C2 can be stated as: "in each fair trace distribution, the probability of the set of traces that are responsive and v-global is at least p". Thus, to show that DCF satisfies properties C1 and C2 it is sufficient to show that ftdistrs(DCF ) ⊆ ftdistrs(CF ). For this purpose, by using Proposition 2.13, it is sufficient to build a refinement h from DCT to CT and show that h preserves the fair executions of DCT . Note that h is not probabilistic since DCT and CT are not probabilistic. That is, the properties that we need to show do not involve probability.
Proposition 10.1
There is a refinement from DCT to CT that preserves the fair executions of DCT .
Proof. The refinement keeps the preread variables different from ⊥ whenever the first scan has occurred and no increment or decrement operations have done anything that would make the first and second scans differ. Formally, h(s) = s where, for each process i, 
It is straightforward to check that h is a refinement mapping.
Consider now a fair execution α 1 of DCT . From the execution correspondence theorem there is an execution α 2 of CT such that (α 1 , α 2 ) ∈ h. Suppose by contradiction that α 2 is not fair. Then in α 2 there is a process i whose corresponding task is eventually continuously enabled but never performed. Observe that h −1 preserves the enabledness of each task of CT , and that in DCT it is not possible that for some task T there is an execution fragment with infinitely many internal actions from T and no external action from T . Thus, since (α 1 , α 2 ) ∈ h, eventually in α 1 the task of process i is continuously enabled but never performed. This means that α 1 is not fair, a contradiction. Proof. By Proposition 10.1, there is a refinement from DCT to CT that preserves the fair executions of DCT . By Proposition 2.13, ftdistrs(DCF ) ⊆ ftdistrs(CF ). This completes the proof. 
Summing up
In this section we paste together the results of the previous sections to derive an upper bound on the expected number of rounds for termination. Theorem 11.1 Using the coin flippers of Sects. 9 and 10, AH guarantees wait-free termination within a constant expected number of rounds, that is, from each reachable state of AH , under any fair scheduler, a state of D is reached within a constant expected number of rounds.
Proof. The coin flippers DCF of Sects. 9 and 10 satisfy properties C1 and C2 with p = (K −1)/2K, where K is a constant (cf. Theorem 10.2 and Propositions 9.11 and 9.12). By Proposition 8.1, AH guarantees wait-free termination within at most O(2K/(K − 1)) expected rounds, that is, within a constant expected number of rounds.
We analyze some implications of Theorem 11.1. In particular, the definition of D may appear rather counterintuitive, since reaching D does not necessarily mean deciding: it is possible to reach D by letting processes fail. However, Theorem 11.1 gives enough information to derive several different termination properties as the following corollary shows. Proof. To reach D all initialized processes must either fail or decide. In the first case, since D is reached, all non-failed processes have decided. In the second case, since there is at least a non-failed initialized process, and since such process does not fail, such process decides.
Timing analysis of the algorithm
In this section we prove an upper bound on the expected time it takes for all processes to terminate, starting from an arbitrary reachable state, once all processes have some minimum speed. For this purpose we augment the I/O automata of the previous sections so that time can be observed. Our augmentation resembles the patient construction of [18] and produces another probabilistic I/O automaton. Note that we cannot regard the augmentation we present in this paper as the definition of a general timed probabilistic model. Our augmentation is the minimum machinery that is necessary for the time analysis of an asynchronous algorithm. It is straightforward to check that φ t is a complexity measure. Informally, φ t measures the time that elapses during an execution. We say that an execution fragment α of a probabilistic automaton M is well-timed if there is no task T of M and no decomposition α 1 α 2 α 3 of α such that φ t (α 2 ) > 1, all the states of α 2 enable T , and no action from T occurs in α 2 . That is, α is well-timed if each task does not remain enabled for more than one time unit without being performed.
Modeling time
All the properties that we have studied in the previous sections are still valid for our augmented automata, since they are not affected by the presence of the .now component and of the new input actions. It is simple to observe that if we remove the time-passage transitions from a fair execution of an augmented automaton we obtain a fair execution of the non-augmented automaton.
In the rest of this section we strengthen the properties of the previous sections by showing that, under the assumption of well-timedness, the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy terminates within an expected polynomial time. That is, if from a certain point each processor has some minimum speed, then the algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy guarantees termination within an expected polynomial time.
Preliminary definitions
Before presenting the timing analysis we give some preliminary definitions. Recall that, for each r > 0, DCF r denotes Hide I (DCN r DCT r ), where I is the set of actions used for the interaction between DCN r and DCT r . That is, DCF r is the result of substituting DCT r for CT r in CF r . Let DAH (Distributed Aspnes-Herlihy) denote AP ( r≥1 DCF r ). For an execution fragment α of DCF r or of DAH , let φ flip,r (α) be the number of flip events of DCF r that occur in α, and let φ id,r (α) be the number of inc and dec events of DCF r that occur in α. For each execution fragment α of DAH let φ id (α) denote the number of inc and dec events that occur in α. It is straightforward to check that φ flip,r , φ id,r and φ id are complexity measures. Observe that the following trivial result holds.
Lemma 12.1
For each execution fragment α of DAH , 1. φ id (α) = r>0 φ id,r (α), and 2. for each r > 0, φ id,r (α) = φ id,r (α DCF r ).
Non-probabilistic properties of the complexity measures
In this section we study the relationship between the complexity measures φ t , φ id , φ flip , φ id,r , and φ flip,r defined above. The first significant result of this section, Lemma 12.4, provides a linear upper bound on the time it takes for DAH to span a given number of rounds and to flip a given number of coins under the assumption of well-timedness.
We first prove a preliminary lemma, which provides a linear upper bound on the time a coin flipping protocol is active without any inc, dec, return-flip or stop action occurring. The preliminary lemma is first proved for a coin flipping protocol (cf. Lemma 12.2), and then proved for a coin flipping protocol within DAH . Proof. Let X be {inc, dec, return-flip, stop}. Let i be a non-failed process with a pending start-flip(r) request in fstate(α), and suppose for the sake of contradiction that in α there is no occurrence of actions from X within time 3n + d, where d is a sufficiently large constant. From the code of DCF r , process i runs through a cycle where a read request is performed and an action from {inc, dec, return-flip} occurs unless process i fails (action stop) occurs. Thus, one action from X occurs before completing a cycle. The maximum time necessary to complete a cycle is given by the time to complete a read request plus the time to check the result and perform the corresponding operations. The constant d accounts for the time necessary to complete all the operations except for the read request. Since no action from X occurs within time 3n + d, a read request completes within time at most 3n: in fact, within 3 scans of process i there are two consecutive scans that give the same result. Thus, within time 3n + d process i completes a cycle, which means that an action from X occurs, a contradiction. Proof. Let X be {inc,dec,return-flip, stop}. By Lemma 12.2 in α DCF r there is an occurrence of an action from X within time c 1 n + c 2 for appropriate constants c 1 and c 2 . That is, α DCF r = α 1 α 2 such that φ t (α 1 ) ≤ c 1 n + c 2 and an action from X occurs in α 1 . Let α 1 be a prefix of α such that α 1 = α 1 DCF r . Then, from the definition of projection, an action from X occurs in α 1 , and from the definition of .now within parallel composition, φ t (α 1 ) = φ t (α 1 ) ≤ c 1 n + c 2 . This means that in α an action from X occurs within time c 1 n + c 2 .
Lemma 12.4
Let α be a well-timed execution fragment of DAH , and let R = fstate(α).max-round . Suppose that all the states of α, with the possible exception of lstate(α) are active, that is, are states of R. Then, φ t (α) ≤ d 1 n 2 (φ MaxRound (α) + R) + d 2 nφ id (α) + d 3 n 2 for some constants d 1 , d 2 , and d 3 .
Proof. At each round each process performs a linear number of transitions outside the coin flipping protocol using time at most c 1 n for some constant c 1 . Divide α into two kinds of execution fragments: those where some active process is outside the coin flipping protocols, and those where no active process is outside the coin flipping protocols. The total time complexity of the first kind of execution fragments is upper bounded by c 1 n 2 (φ MaxRound (α) + R), corresponding to the case where at each time there is exactly one process outside the coin flipping protocols. Consider now the second kind of execution fragments. Since each process returns at most once in each round and fails at most once overall, there are at most φ id (α) + n(φ MaxRound (α) + R) + n events inc, dec, return-flip and stop in α. By Lemma 12.3, whenever some process is flipping, the maximum distance between two events of the kind inc, dec, return-flip, and stop is linear. Thus, the maximum time where some process is flipping in α (the time complexity of the second kind of execution fragments) is at most c 1 n 2 (φ MaxRound (α) + R) + c 2 nφ id (α) + c 3 n 2 for some constants c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 . Combining the two results, the time that elapses in α is at most
The next two lemmas state basic properties of the coin flipping protocols. Lemma 12.5 derives from the fact that all the processes within a coin flipping protocol terminate once the shared counter reaches an absorbing barrier (K + 1)n or −(K + 1)n. Essentially, once an absorbing barrier is reached, there are at most other n flip events, one for each process. Lemma 12.6 derives from the fact that each inc or dec event must be preceded by a flip event. If we start from an arbitrary reachable state, there could be some inc and dec events that occur without any preceding flip event. However, the number of anomalous inc and dec events is at most n, that is, one for each process. Lemma 12.5 Let α = α 1 α 2 be a finite execution of DCF r , and suppose that |φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 )| ≥ (K + 1)n. Then φ flip,r (α 2 ) ≤ n.
Proof. We consider the case where φ inc (α 1 ) − φ dec (α 1 ) ≥ (K + 1)n. The other case is symmetric. By Lemma 9.4, each state of α 2 satisfies counter ≥ Kn, and thus each non-failing process returns 1 once it reads counter (performing the read operation in α 2 ) and checks its value. Each process can flip at most once in α 2 before starting a new read operation. Thus, the number of flip events that occur in α 2 is bound by n. Lemma 12.6 Let α be a finite execution fragment of DCF r that starts from a reachable state. Then, φ id,r (α) ≤ φ flip,r (α) + n.
Proof. In fstate(α) there are at most n increment or decrement events that can be performed without first flipping a coin.
Expected bound on increment and decrement events
In this section we show an upper bound on the expected number of increment and decrement events that occur within a probabilistic execution of DAH . First, based on our results on random walks (cf. Proposition 3.11), we show in Lemma 12.7 an upper bound on the expected number of coin flips performed by a coin flipper. Then, in Lemma 12.8 we use this result together with our results about linear combinations of complexity measures (cf. Proposition 2.3) to derive an upper bound on the expected number of increment and decrement events performed by a coin flipper. Then, in Lemma 12.9 we use our compositionality results about complexity measures (cf. Proposition 2.5) to show that the bound of Lemma 12.8 is preserved by parallel composition. Finally, in Lemma 12.10 we use our result about phases of computations (cf. Proposition 2.4) to combine the result about the expected number of increment and decrement events of a coin flipper with our knowledge of the maximum expected number of coin flippers that may be invoked. This allows us to derive an upper bound on the expected total number of increment and decrement events during the consensus protocol. Lemma 12.7 Let H be a probabilistic execution fragment of DCF r that starts from a reachable state of DCF r , and let Θ be a full cut of H. Then E H,Θ [φ flip,r ] ≤ (K + 1) 2 n 2 + n.
Proof. Let s be the start state of H, and let α be a finite execution of DCF r with s = lstate(α). Let z = φ inc (α)−φ dec (α). If |z| ≥ (K + 1)n, then, by Lemma 12.5, for each q ∈ Θ, φ flip,r (q) ≤ n, and thus E H,Θ [φ flip,r ] ≤ n. If |z| < (K +1)n, then, by Proposition 3.11, E H,Θ [φ Acts,−(K+1)n,(K+1)n,z ] ≤ −z 2 + (K + 1) 2 n 2 ≤ (K + 1) 2 n 2 , that is, the event denoted by Θ is satisfied within expected (K +1) 2 n 2 flip events, truncating the count whenever an absorbing barrier ±(K + 1)n is reached. Once an absorbing barrier is reached, by Lemma 12.5 there are at most n other flip events. Thus, for each state q of H, φ flip,r (q) ≤ φ Acts,−(K+1)n,(K+1)n,z (q) + n. By Proposition 2.3, E H,Θ [φ flip,r ] ≤ (K + 1) 2 n 2 + n. Proof. If R = 0, then Θ = {s}, and thus E H,Θ [φ id ] = 0 = O(Rn 2 ). For the rest of the proof assume that R > 0. Given a state q of H, we know that φ id (q) = φ id,1 (q) + · · · + φ id,R (q) + φ (q), where φ (q) = r>0 φ id,r+R (q). For each r > 0, let Θ r be the set of minimal states q of H such that φ MaxRound (q) ≥ r. Then, for each q ∈ Θ r , φ id,r+R (q) = 0, and for each state q of H and each r > φ MaxRound (q), φ id,r+R (q) = 0 (CF r+R does not start until some process reaches round r + R). Furthermore, by Lemma 12.9, there is a constant c = (K + 1) 2 n 2 + 2n such that for each probabilistic execution fragment H of M , each full cut Θ of H , and each i > 0, E H,Θ [φ id,i ] ≤ c. Therefore, we are in the conditions to apply our result about phases of computation (cf. Proposition 2.4): each round is a phase, and the numbers of inc and dec events that occur within each round are the complexity measures for their corresponding round. Function φ MaxRound is the measure of how many phases are started. By 
Expected bound on time
We are now ready to prove our main result, which is just a pasting together of the results obtained so far. Specifically, we show that starting from any reachable state of DAH , assuming well-timedness, a state from D is reached within expected time O(Rn 3 ), where R is the maximum round of the processes at the starting state. Our result about reaching D implies directly several results about the termination properties of the consensus protocol of Aspnes and Herlihy (cf. Corollary 12.12). where R is the number of rounds that are started already. That is, the algorithm has to work for an expected cubic time for each one of the rounds that are started already. The second item says that if we know that at least one of the initialized processes will not fail, then some process decides within expected time O(Rn 3 ). The third item is an instantiation of the first item saying that all non-failing processes decide within cubic time if at the beginning all processes are initialized and the maximum round number is 1. Proof. Item 1 follows from Theorem 12.11 and from the fact that at to reach D each process must either fail or decide; Item 2 follows from the fact that to reach D all active processes must decide; Item 3 is an instantiation of Item 1.
Concluding remarks
We have studied the expected complexity of the randomized consensus algorithm of Aspnes and Herlihy, a nontrivial randomized distributed algorithm, and we have developed a collection of mathematical tools that can be used for the analysis of other algorithms as well. Our analysis of the algorithm was driven by two main ideas: decompose the algorithm into simpler parts and separate probability from nondeterminism. The collection of modularization tools that we have developed and their successful application show that the rigorous analysis of randomized distributed algorithms is indeed feasible and not too difficult. Most of our analysis is essentially the same as the analysis of an ordinary distributed, non-randomized, algorithm.
It is useful to observe the kinds of modularization that we have used and where we have used them. For each kind of modularization we provide a breif description and references to the places in the paper where the modularization results are stated and used, respectively.
• Decomposition of a partial progress statement into more statements: progress is achieved through several small easy steps (Proposition 2.7 used in Proposition 8.1). If we compare the length of our analysis with the length of the original paper of Aspnes and Herlihy, we observe that the two lengths are similar. The length of our analysis is double the length of the analysis in [5] ; however, our analysis includes a timing analysis of the protocol, which was not present in [5] , and it includes all the details, many of which were not considered in the analysis of [5] . Also, our proof would be considerably shorter if we had not included the detailed invariants and their proofs. These details are usually not included in algorithm papers.
Although we think it is acceptable that low-level details of a proof be omitted in an algorithm paper, we believe that a high level proof should be rigorous enough to avoid the subtleties of randomization, which are due mainly to the interplay between probability and nondeterminism. Intuition often fails when dealing with randomization in a distributed setting. The results that we have presented in this paper provide criteria that allow us to avoid becoming confused by the subtleties of randomization. We have analyzed a complicated algorithm in order to ensure that our results are applicable to realistic randomized distributed protocols (not just toy examples), and in order to increase the chance that our results will apply to a wide range of protocols. 
